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Impressionism
Impressionism is a
19th-century art
movement
characterised by
relatively small, thin,
yet visible brush
strokes, open
composition, emphasis

on accurate depiction of light in its changing
qualities, ordinary subject matter, inclusion
of movement as a crucial element of human
perception and experience, and unusual
visual angles. Impressionism originated with
a group of Paris-based artists whose
independent exhibitions brought them to
prominence during the 1870s and 1880s.

Wikipedia

Began approximately: 1860

NOUN

im·pres·sion·ism
[imËˆpreSHÉ™ËŒnizÉ™m]

a style or movement in painting originating in France in the 1860s, characterized by a
concern with depicting the visual impression of the moment, especially in terms of the
shifting effect of light and color.

a literary or artistic style that seeks to capture a feeling or experience rather than to
achieve accurate depiction.

music
a style of composition (associated especially with Debussy) in which clarity of
structure and theme is subordinate to harmonic effects, characteristically using the
whole-tone scale.
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Impressionism | Definition of Impressionism by Merriam-
Webster
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/impressionism
Impressionism definition is - a theory or practice in painting especially among French
painters of about 1870 of depicting the natural appearances of objects by ...

Impressionism | Define Impressionism at Dictionary.com
www.dictionary.com/browse/impressionism
Impressionist painting seeks to re-create the artist's or viewer's general impression of a
scene. It is characterized by indistinct outlines and by small brushstrokes of different â€¦

Impressionism - definition of impressionism by The Free
...
https://www.thefreedictionary.com/impressionism
With respect to the history of western art, Impressionism is a 19th-century art movement
characterized by relatively small, thin, yet visible brush strokes, open composition,
emphasis on accurate depiction of light in its changing qualities (often accentuating the
effects of the passage of time), ordinary subject matter, inclusion of movement as a â€¦

Impressionism - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Impressionism
Musical Impressionism is the name given to a movement in European classical music
that arose in the late 19th century and continued into the middle of the 20th century.
Originating in France, musical Impressionism is characterized by suggestion and
atmosphere, and eschews the emotional excesses of the Romantic era.

Overview · Beginnings · Impressionist techniques · Content and composition

What is Impressionism? Impressionism Art and
Impressionism ...
mymodernmet.com › Art › Art History
What is Impressionism? Impressionism is a movement of art that emerged in 1870s
France. Rejecting the rigid rules of the beaux-arts (â€œfine artsâ€�), Impressionist artists
showcased a new way to observe and depict the world in their work, foregoing realistic
portrayals for fleeting impressions of their surroundings.

Impressionism | Definition, History, Art, & Facts ...
https://www.britannica.com/art/Impressionism-art
Impressionist painting comprises the work produced between about 1867 and 1886 by a
group of artists who shared a set of related approaches and techniques. The most
conspicuous characteristic of Impressionism in painting was an attempt to accurately and
objectively record visual reality in terms of transient effects of light and colour.

Impressionism definition and meaning | Collins English ...
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/us/dictionary/english/impressionism
Impressionism is a style of painting developed in France between 1870 and 1900 that
concentrated on showing the effects of light and color rather than on clear and exact
detail. COBUILD Advanced English Dictionary.

impressionism | Definition of impressionism in English â€¦
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/impressionism
Definition of impressionism - a style or movement in painting originating in France in
the 1860s, characterized by a concern with depicting the visual impressio

Impressionist | Definition of Impressionist by Merriam-
Webster
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/impressionist
Impressionist definition is - someone (such as a painter) who practices or adheres to
the theories of impressionism. How to use impressionist in a sentence.

Impressionism Movement, Artists and Major Works | The
Art ...
www.theartstory.org/movement-impressionism.htm
Impressionism can be considered the first distinctly modern movement in painting.
Developing in Paris in the 1860s, its influence spread throughout Europe and ...

Impressionism | Article about impressionism by The Free
...
https://encyclopedia2.thefreedictionary.com/impressionism
impressionism, in music, a French movement in the late 19th and early 20th cent. It
was begun by Debussy in reaction to the dramatic and â€¦
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